Featuring Songs by

Everything’s Coming Up Roses - Gypsy • Dancing Queen - Mama Mia
Alone in the Universe - Seussical • In Your Neighbourhood - Smokey Joe’s Café
Cool - West Side Story • America - West Side Story • Tonight - West Side Story
Chim Chim Cher-ee - Mary Poppins • Up On the Roof - Beautiful: the Carole
King Musical • Somewhere Out There - An American Tail • It’s a Hard Knock
Life - Annie • Maybe - Annie • You’ll Be in My Heart - Tarzan • Seasons of
Love - Rent • A Million Dreams - The Greatest Showman • Ten Minutes Ago Cinderella • Stepsister’s Lament - Cinderella • The Gospel Truth I - Hercules
Go the Distance - Hercules • I Won’t Say (I’m in Love) - Hercules
I Know It’s Today - Shrek • I See the Light - Tangled
The Circle of Life - The Lion King • Movin’ Right Along - The Muppet Movie

PRESENTED WITH SUPPORT FROM:

About the Show
“From A Distance” is a musical
review made up of songs that, in the
musical from which they originated,
were mostly sung from fire escapes,
rooftops, castle towers, high rocks,
“the heavens”, balconies, a stage,
or “somewhere out there” in the
universe among the stars.
As the songs were amassed themes
started to develop and we find
ourselves mostly in the city and stuck
in fairy tales and the mythology of
long ago.
Some of the songs are declarations
that everything will be alright,
dream your dream, and that uplifting
message that says no matter what,
life will go on. Everyone seems to be
building a brave life and looking for,
or finding love.

Message from
KCP Chairperson
On behalf of the Kempenfelt
Community Players, welcome back to
our creative theatre season! We are so
happy that you chose to join us from
the comfort of your home for this next
presentation. For more than 40-years
now the award-winning Kempenfelt
Community Players have been making
musicals memorable for generations
of people in our community, but this
year is very different as KCP had to
pivot in order to remain relevant. Our 3
productions for this season have taken
3 unique production paths.
First was our Youth Production of
“The Tales of Andergrimm” that was
rehearsed and filmed outside and
then presented on-demand virtually to
school and public audiences.

Our second production, “All Together
Now!”, brought a new learning
experience for KCP with the addition
of live streaming. We stretched our
learning and skill-building for the
technical side of production with this
format. Our third presentation, “From a
Distance”, brings together our largest
cast of the season. In an on-demand
streaming format, “From A Distance” is
a compilation of musical theatre songs,
artistically tied together through the
creative work of Janet and Chris Ness
and performed by a cast of over 25 of
youth and adults.
I would like to thank everyone who has
made this transition possible… our tech
leads and trainers, our production team
members who have ventured into new
formats, our volunteers and sponsors.
It takes many people to make musical
theatre happen and this season took
a lot of learning, new experiences and
help from many people.

We are always on the lookout for
anyone who has an interest in theatre.
Be sure to visit our website to sign up
for our newsletter or just send us an
email to info@kempenfeltplayers.com
And, finally, a very sincere thank you
to you, our audience, for supporting
live theatre in your community.
Enjoy the shows!

Julie
Underhill
KCP Chairperson

Mission of KCP
Entertain and inspire our audience
by producing memorable musicals
Create opportunities for the
community to participate in high
quality productions both on stage and
behind the scenes
Enhance development of youth in
the arts by providing a variety of
educational experiences in all aspects
of theatre, supporting the Ontario
Curriculum
Celebrate the talent, commitment
and achievement of our volunteers.

Message from
Artistic Director
Welcome to our world of creativity
and collaboration! And believe me,
it’s a new world into which we have
moved forward! “From A Distance”
has been created for performance
within a medium new to us and using
a different mode of thinking which is
literally, “outside the box”.
The process for us as a creative
team and actors to get to the actual
performance remained the same.
We still used hard work, creative
collaboration, and our burning desire
to exercise our skills and talents
to create what you will see. Our
big takeaway continued to be the
experience we had on the journey.
The process we used to build the
performance taught us new skills
and shaped and enriched us. As we
pieced together all the components

of this show, new life, relevance and
magic were once again brought both
to the script and to us as a collective
group.
And it was so good to be back! It was
so good to have a time-lined project
on which to focus. It was so good to
create and have something to learn
and interpret. It was so good to be
with people again!
We are a resilient group of thespians.
Theatre feeds our soul and there was
no complaining about the “rules for
gathering” restrictions and the Covid
health mandates under which we had
to rehearse this show. We had been
given a gift and the gift was we could
work to create collaborate, rehearse,
and put on a show.
Through creative scheduling, a
cast who was resilient and flexible
with their availability time, crates of
facemasks, and the wonder and magic

of lighting and cameras provided to us
by Moving Art, we did it! Our talented
cast of teenagers and adults, brought
with them a tremendous energy and
work ethic and it was teamwork all the
way as we created this exciting show
for you. We did it, and after it’s over
we will keep coming back for more
because it never fails to enrich us and
give us a “voice”. It consistently opens
up opportunities for expression and
becomes our vehicle for creativity
and achievement.
Although it was never in our regular
plan to present a season of theatre in
this format, we are excited for those of
you too far away to ever show up on
our doorstep to be able to see “from a
distance” what some of our dedicated,
talented and creative KCP members
are about to share with you.
“From a Distance “is a musical revue
filled with songs that are all sung,

well, from a distance. Hopes, dreams,
disappointments, heartfelt wishes, and
love are all declared or celebrated from
a variety of places, a few being the
starry outreaches of the universe, some
rooftops, castle towers, and a tightrope
high up in the Big Top.
It all unfolds when two previous
performers sneak into their theatre,
which has been “dark” for two
seasons, only to be surprised by other
performers arriving to do a show.
We hope you are touched in some
positive way by our presentation and
return for others in the future.
Thank you for bringing
us into your home.
Enjoy!

Janet Ness
Director

Songs
THE STAGE
“Everything’s Coming Up Roses”
Gypsy by Styne and Sondheim
Lorie and Mandy

“Dancing Queen”

Mama Mia by Ulvaeus and Andersson
Lorie and Mandy

FROM THE STARS
IN THE UNIVERSE
“Alone in the Universe”
Seussical by Ahrens and Flaherty
Cadie and Walter

Songs
FROM THE STREETS
TO THE ROOFTOPS
“In Your Neighbourhood”

Smokey Joe’s Café by Lieber and Stollar
Carley, Charlene, Elsha, Lori, Lindsay, Kari, Jason, Luis,
Michael, Walter

“Cool”

West Side Story by Bernstein and Sondheim
Camden, Christopher, Kyle, Luis, Michael, Owen, Tristan

“America”

West Side Story by Bernstein and Sondheim
Carley, Elsha, Leah, Lori, Lindsay, Kari, Kerry, Sylvie, Camden,
Christopher, Kyle, Luis, Michael, Owen, and Tristan

“Tonight”

West Side Story by Bernstein and Sondheim
Carley and Luis

“Chim Chim Cher-ee”

Mary Poppins by Sherman and Sherman
Lori, Michael, Walter, and the entire teen ensemble

“Up On the Roof”

Beautiful: the Carole King Musical by Goffin and King
Camden, Christopher, Kyle, Owen, Tristan

“Somewhere Out There”

An American Tail by Ingram and Ronstadt
Lindsay and Michael
Vocals: Guest Solo Gerry Markman

Songs
FROM UPSTAIRS
IN THE ORPHANAGE
“It’s a Hard Knock Life”
Annie by Strouse and Charning

Brynnley, Cadie, Ella, India, Leah, Madeline, Sylvie and Lorie

“Maybe”

Annie by Strouse and Charning
Brynnley, Cadie, Ella, India, Leah, Madeline, Sylvie

“You’ll Be in My Heart”
Tarzan by Collins

Brynnley, Cadie, Ella, India, Leah, Madeline, Sylvie and Lori

FROM THE HEART
AND THE HIGH WIRE
“Seasons of Love”
Rent by Larson

Elsha, Luis, Charlene and the entire ensemble

“A Million Dreams”

The Greatest Showman by Pasek and Paul
Brynnley and Camden, Lori and Walter

“Ten Minutes Ago”

Cinderella by Rogers and Hammerstein
Carley and Luis

“Stepsister’s Lament”

Cinderella by Rogers and Hammerstein
Elsha and Leah

Songs
FROM MT. OLYMPUS
“The Gospel Truth I”

Hercules by Menken and Zippel
Carley, Charlene, Elsha, Lindsay, Lori, Lorie, Kari, Mandy and
Jason

“Go the Distance”

Hercules by Menken and Zippel
Michael and Owen and Jason and Charlene

“I Won’t Say (I’m in Love)”
Hercules by Menken and Zippel

Kari and Carley, Charlene, Elsha, Lindsay, Lori,

FROM HIGH UP
IN A TOWER
“I Know It’s Today”
Shrek by Greenhaus

Brynnley, Ella, and Kari

“I See the Light”

Tangled by Menken and Slater
Charlene and Jason

Songs
FROM THE HEART
“The Circle of Life”

The Lion King by John and Rice
Kerry, Michael, Luis and the entire cast

AND MOVIN’ ON
UP TO HOLLYWOOD
“Movin’ Right Along”
The Muppet Movie by Ascher, Williams and King
Entire Cast
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Janet Ness
Director
Standing in her first spotlight at age
6 Janet’s passion for performing was
ignited. The door opened wide in high
school with a variety of performing
and directing opportunities, followed
by a rich college education in opera
and all aspects of theatre. Janet has
maintained involvement all these years
within her careers of professional
singing and teaching and through her
continued immersion in community
theatre. Seeking out and developing

Janet Ness (continued)
projects in which to be involved fills
her life. As she sings, directs, and
paints her way through the years,
her personal mandate is to create
opportunities for others who wish
to enrich their lives in the same way.

Chris Ness
Music Director
Chris has lived in Barrie since 1983
when he appeared as Freddy E. Hill
in the “Teacher’s Workshop Theatre”
(now KCP) production of “My Fair
Lady”. It was challenging and fun, but
ever since he’s been enjoying the
direction of music on and off stage.
Performing live in pit bands and team
directing with Janet is icing on the
cake! “From a Distance” was created
by Janet, fully rehearsed in six short

Chris Ness (continued)
weeks, and filmed at Moving Art in
Barrie. (pandemic-protocol) Postproduction efforts seemed neverending. Thank you to Julie and Noah
for their guidance through this new
and fascinating medium.

Pam McIsaac
Choreographer
Pam was delighted to collaborate
with the creative team and cast of
KCP. Her credits include, Cinderella,
Anne of Green Gables, for which she
won an ACTA nomination, and How I
Became a Pirate. Pam was honoured
with a plaque on a theatre seat at
I.S.S and a bursary given in her name.
After retiring from Dance and Theatre
Production at Innisdale Secondary
School for twenty years,

Pam McIsaac (continued)
Pam has kept busy with creating
little plays for children at her
daughter’s day camp and Dancefit
classes on Zoom. Pam would like
to thank Janet and Chris for giving
her this opportunity.
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Andrée Day
Producer
Andrée’s passion for the theatre
and her oldest granddaughter
brought her to KCP in 2007. She
has produced a plethora of shows
over the last 14 years. Andrée is a
retired Financial Institution Business
Analyst, Information Technology. She
has found that the organizational,
analytical, research and negotiating
skills she used in her career, an asset
in producing shows. She has been
on the KCP board of Directors for
the past few years.

Julie Underhill
Producer
Julie has been involved in community
musical theatre for longer than she
can remember. Now a retired school
administrator and former music
teacher, she has enjoyed this season’s
opportunities to return to the role
of Music Director for KCP’s Youth
Production and Co-Producer for All
Together Now! and From a Distance.
Enjoy the show!

Carley Beattie
Stage Manager
Making her return to the Stage Manager
chair, Carley is so happy to be back
working with KCP again! She has had
the honour of working with the Jr. KCP
shows for the past 2 years and she
cannot wait for more years to come.
Carley would like to thank the crew for
their hard work and dedication. She
would also like to thank the amazing cast
of “Andergrimm” for their many hours of
work and being the definition of a team!
Carley hopes you enjoy the show!

Brenda Thompson
Costumes
Brenda has been with KCP for 20
years now. For most of that time
she has been doing set design and
painting. Dragons were also a part
of that adventure. Two years ago,
Brenda decided to try her hand at
costuming for Madagascar and she
was nominated for a Thea award. In
between times you may have seen
Brenda’s work with several Theatre
by the Bay productions. Including
this year’s Ghost Watchers.

Alice Duke &
Jackie Jesso
Props
Jackie and Alice are very excited to be
back in live theatre in KCP’s “From A
Distance.” Jackie and Alice met a few
years back working on “The Wedding
Singer” and have been a dynamic duo
since. They have had such a great time
working together alongside the cast
and crew and they hope you enjoy it
as much as they have!

Noah Hollinshead
Audio/Filming/Video Editing
Noah is very excited to be working on
From A Distance. Over the course of
the last couple years he has had the
opportunity to combine his passions
of theatre with his skills in videography
and has worked on a variety of virtual
theatre shows as videographer and
editor. Noah hopes that you enjoy
experiencing theatre in this
unique format!

Production Assistants

Dustin Lawson
Camera Operator/Editor

Mike Holland
Lighting Design

Gill Webster
Camera Operator
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Tristan Adam
Tristan Adam is 16 years old and a
grade 11 student in Orillia. He is a
published artist and enjoys theatre and
music. He has been involved in theatre
since a very young age. Tristan takes
music lessons and has joined the local
choir to continue to refine his musical
skills. He hopes to use his knowledge
and experience in the arts to develop
his future career.

Kari Bacon
Kari is so excited to be a part of From
A Distance! This is her third show with
KCP, previously appearing in Mamma
Mia and The Wedding Singer. Kari has
always loved musicals and you can
often find her humming to herself, just
ask her husband. After such a long
wait, she is thrilled to be back on stage
with old friends and new, belting out
some of your Broadway favourites.
Thank you to the whole cast and crew
for making this digital show a reality!

Maddie Barks
Maddy is thrilled to be part of her
second musical with KCP. She has
been studying piano for many years
and is currently working on her grade
8 through the Royal Conservatory of
Music. Maddy enjoys the fun filled
nature of getting together with other
cast members to practice and perform.
Seeing the end result of our weeks,
sometimes months, of practice is very

Maddie Barks (continued)
rewarding. Acting and creating music
is something she loves bringing to
others. Maddy would like to thank
everyone that was involved in the
production of the musical and She
hopes everyone enjoys it!

Mandy Bortolussi
Mandy is excited to be involved in
another KCP production, especially
after such a long break from
the theatre! A fan, follower, and
performer of musicals for as long as
she can remember, favourite shows
from Kempenfelt Community Players
specifically include Spamalot, 9 To 5
The Musical, The Full Monty and Les
Misérables. Mandy thanks everyone
who continues to support local
theatre and all who participated in
this production.

Michael Card
Michael is happy to be sharing the
stage once again with his theatre
friends. He thanks his wife Paula and
sons Jack and Sam for their love and
support. Preceding theatre highlights
include Sam Carmichael in Mamma
Mia, George in Wedding Singer, Mr.
Sowerberry in Oliver, and various roles
touring with Up with People. Hope you
enjoy the show!

Camden Cryderman
Camden Cryderman is a 14-year-old
high school student who has always
been passionate about music. Since
an early age, he displayed a strong
love for music, and has pursued that
love ever since. Now at 14, he already
has many musical experiences under
his belt. From being a member of the
Mini Pop Kids, to dancing alongside
his competitive dance team, to the
countless performances he has done;
he is truly an all-around artist! Camden
is extremely excited to share his love
for musical theatre with you today on
the KCP stage!

Lori ScholtenDallimore
It is so great to be back!!! Lori cannot
thank Janet and Chris and the entire
production team enough for this
amazing opportunity to be performing
once again! It has been so fun to work
with this cast of old and new friends—a
six-week blast from start to finish! KCP
has been part of Lori and her family’s
life for the past 10 years.

Lori ScholtenDallimore (continued)
Sewing costumes, watching her kids
from the audience, and being on
stage, herself, Lori has enjoyed every
minute! A big thank you to family and
friends for all their support!
Enjoy the show!

Charlene Day
Charlene is excited to finally be able
to perform with others again! She joins
the stage once again with her husband,
Jason, and enjoyed bringing her oneyear-old to many rehearsals. Charlene
has been part of KCP for several
years, most recently as a former
board member and performer in KCP’s
Mamma Mia, A Gentleman’s Guide to
Love and Murder, and Les Mis. When
not on stage, Charlene is an SCDSB
elementary school teacher and private
vocal coach at Moving Art.

Christopher Delenardo
Christopher is a grade 12 student at
Bear Creek Secondary School, and
is thrilled to be part of his fourth KCP
production. Christopher’s past theatre
experiences include KCP’s Madagascar
(Zookeeper Zeke), Aladdin (Apple
Vendor), and Oliver! (Charlie Bates) and
Bear Creek’s Freaky Friday (Adam),
and Fiddler on the Roof. He was really
excited to be a part of From a Distance,
and hopes you enjoy the show!

Luis Garcia
This production will be Luis’ theatre
debut. He felt it was time to share his
voice and mustache with the world.
Aside from his nerves, Luis is thrilled
to start this new adventure in theatre
with KCP. When not performing his one
man show in his car, Luis can be found
working in civil engineering, painting,
and is never far from a knitting project.
Here is to many more performances
with Luis.

India Faris
India is excited about her first
appearance with KCP. India was in the
kid’s chorus of Drayton Entertainment’s
‘Joseph and the Technicolor
Dreamcoat’ and was in the ensemble of
GBDS’ high school musical ‘The Little
Mermaid.’ She is currently preparing to
play an elf in the Moving Art production
of ‘Elf Junior- The Musical.’ India takes
voice classes with Victoria Thompson.

India Faris (continued)
In addition to acting and singing,
India enjoys competitive dancing
and participating in public speaking.
She can often be found listening
to Broadway musicals when not
attending young actor workshops.
India is appreciative of her cast
mates support and friendship.

Lindsay Gallowitz
Lindsay is thrilled to be performing
with KCP for the first time! She has
made Barrie her new home and works
here as an Optometrist. Some of her
previous shows include Les Miserable,
West Side Story, and Annie. Lindsay
would like to thank her fiancé and
family for their support, and the KCP
team for giving her an unforgettable
experience! She is looking forward to
further performances with KCP!

Owen Gariepy
Owen is incredibly excited to have
gotten back into doing theatre
and to join KCP once again in their
production of From A Distance! Some
of Owen’s past roles include Melman
in Madagascar Jr., Fletcher in Freaky
Friday, and Hansel and Gretel’s Father
in The Tales of Andergrimm. When
he is not performing, Owen enjoys
writing music as well as playing
various instruments.

Owen Gariepy (continued)
Now that things are going back to
normal, Owen’s letting his creativity
out as much as possible! He is glad to
be back with KCP and he hopes you
have fun and enjoy the show!

Lorie Hanley
Lorie is thrilled to be onstage with an
audience once again! Lorie’s favourite
roles to date was, without a doubt,
Tanya in KCP’s 2020 production of
Mamma Mia! Other memorable roles
are Marilla Cuthbert in Anne of Green
Gables, Magenta in Rocky Horror
Picture Show, cowardly lion in The
Wizard of Oz, Liz in The Last Resort
and Queen Aggravain in Once Upon
A Mattress.

Lorie Hanley (continued)
Lorie retired from her career as
a Commercial banker in May of
this year and has not looked back.
Lorie wants to thank her insanely
supportive husband John and this
wonderful KCP community!

Ella Hamilton
Ella is very excited to be a part of From
a Distance! Ella has previously been
in The tales of Andergrimm with KCP,
The Lion King Jr and various cabarets
with The Melody in me. Ella also enjoys
dancing and singing. Ella would like to
thank Chris and Janet ness for all their
hard work.

Cadie Miller
Cadie is a grade nine student attending
Barrie North Collegiate. Her passion
for musical theatre inspired her to get
back on stage for “From a Distance”
after a long covid break. Before
this, Cadie was in “Madagascar” as
Kowalski the penguin. She’s always
been a performer and is so excited to
have had this wonderful experience!
She wants to thank the cast and crew
for all the amazing effort and work put
into the show. She also wants to thank
her family and friends for pushing her
to embrace her inner theatre kid!

Jason MacKenzie
Jason is excited to be performing again
since performing in Mamma Mia in
February of 2020. He is happy to be
performing with his wife Charlene Day
and is thankful for friends and family
who have been able to watch over their
son Tristan during rehearsals. Jason
hopes everyone enjoys the wonderful
compilation of performances put
together by Janet and Chris Ness and
performed by the amazing cast of From
A Distance. He hopes to see everyone
back in the theatres soon!

Kyle McKim
Kyke McKyle is a student at BCSS
going into Grade 12 this September
(2021). From A Distance is his fourth
musical, he performed in the Tales of
Andergrimm in the summer. Kyle has
previously played an ensemble role in
Freaky Friday (at school), and Mason
the Chimpanzee in Madagascar Jr.
(KCP). Outside of theatre he enjoys
camping, reading, watching movies,
and singing, and is currently learning
piano. He hopes that you enjoy KCP’s
production of From A Distance, in this
fun new format!

Brynnley Peterson
Brynnley is feeling incredibly lucky to
have joined the From A Distance cast
for her first (hopefully of many) KCP
productions. Her love for performing
started at age 2 when she would
stand on her toy box, pretending it
was a stage, and belt her heart out to
Disney Princess songs and Lady Gaga.
10 years late she continues to love
singing, dancing, plays the piano, and
is an enthusiastic artist.

Brynnley
Peterson

(continued)

Presently in grade 7 French
immersion at Admiral Elementary
School, Brynnley enjoys school and
hopes that in the coming years she
might be able to attend a performing
arts high school. Brynnley would like
to share her gratitude with everybody
who made her feel welcome in this
production and extend a special thank
you to Barb for introducing her to
Janet and Chris.

Leah Potje
Leah had a fantastic time performing
with From a Distance! She missed
theatre so much during quarantine
that she started recreating songs from
her favourite musicals, including every
song from Hamilton with her sister
Sylvie. Leah is in the French Immersion
program at Innisdale where she enjoys
being part of choir and drama clubs.
She also plays the ukulele, flute, and
piano. In the past she has been a part
of Peter Pan Jr., Oliver! and The Tales

Leah Potje (continued)
Of Andergrimm with KCP. Leah would
like to thank the cast, production
team, and her family for their
encouragement. Enjoy the show!

Sylvie Potje
This is Sylvie’s 5th KCP show, and
she’s so grateful to work with this
wonderful cast and crew! Sylvie is in
Grade 12 at Bear Creek, and she is
an avid musician, writer, reader, and
dog-petter. Some of Sylvie’s previous
roles include: Brigit’s Mother (Tales
of Andergrimm), Savannah (Freaky
Friday), pickpocket (Oliver), and
multiple exotic animals in Madagascar.
Sylvie would like to thank Janet, Chris,
her family, and the incredibly talented
cast! Enjoy the show!

Elsha Tiemersma
Elsha is excited to be performing
with such a talented and supportive
cast! Elsha studies voice with Margot
Hamilton at the “Melody in Me” and
is a self-professed theatre nerd! Past
performances include Freaky Friday,
Bravado, Into the Woods, Shrek Jr.,
The Lion King Jr., Once on this Island
Jr., Aladdin Jr., Peter Pan Jr., The Little
Mermaid Jr., Alice in Wonderland Jr.,
The Wizard of Oz Jr., Peter Pan Jr. &
countless cabaret shows.

Elsha
Tiemersma (continued)
Elsha is planning to study Classical
Voice at university in the Fall! She
thanks everyone at KCP for this
fantastic experience! Enjoy the show!

Walter Stewart
Walter has been involved with
community theatre for many years and
has been seen in many productions
with Kempenfelt Players, South
Simcoe Theatre, Marquee Productions,
Blackhorse Theatre and Queensville
Players. After a long absence, he is
excited to try out this new medium
and get back to performing. He would
also thank the terrific cast and crew in
making this a memorable experience.

Kerry Welch
Kerry Welch is an early childhood
educator who brings a lot of music
and fun to the classrooms of Simcoe
County. Her love of music stems
from a father with a fabulous voice
and a sweet and talented grade
1 and 2 teacher. Kerry has been
singing karaoke since she was 16
years old and performing magic
shows on stage and in homes from
about the same age. This was her
first experience with musical theatre
and she absolutely loved it.

THANKS TO
Our Show Sponsors

The Loft & Moving Art
for Our Filming Location

KCP continues to find new creative
opportunities for members and
audiences. Stay tuned for future
projects such as online webinars
and full productions.
Sign-up for
our Newsletter

kempenfeltplayers.com

Connect with us on your
favourite socials

@kempenfeltplayers

